Psychological treatment for voices in psychosis.
Hearing voices is often one of the most distressing aspects associated with a diagnosis of psychosis. These voices are often resistant to medication treatments. This review article discusses the development of complementary approaches to the treatment of voices--psychological and particularly cognitive treatments. It is clear that there are psychological rather than merely physical factors associated with the occurrence of, and distress caused by, voices. These factors can be engaged in the process of psychological therapy in order to reduce the distress that they cause and improve quality of life. Psychological therapies have produced some improvements but very few have shown durable effects. Most psychological therapies have been individual with an emphasis on cognitive behavioural approaches. This paper describes the development of a new approach--group cognitive treatment--that might provide further success either as a single therapy for voices or as a complement to individual approaches. This type of therapy builds on the therapies and supports provided within the consumer movement as well as harnessing group and cognitive facilitators for change in beliefs. Some evidence is provided about the usefulness of such therapy in the health services. In addition, the evaluation of treatments for specific symptoms, particularly the appropriate outcome measures is discussed.